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We reply here to the comment by Maddux (2004, in this
issue), which discusses a fractal probability rule (PR) for
the spatial distribution of species proposed by Harte and
Kinzig (1997) and Harte et al. (1999b) as a means of
deriving the characteristics of species distributions that
exhibit power law species-area relationships. In his com-
ment, Maddux derives certain properties of spatial distri-
butions that follow this PR, including the dependence of
the species richness in a patch on the location of that patch,
and argues that these properties are biologically unlikely.
He also argues that the PR leads to a power law relationship
between species richness and area only for a discrete set
of patch sizes and that it does not constrain the species-
area relationship for areas that fall between these discrete
sizes. On the basis of these arguments, Maddux concludes
that the PR is not an adequate method for relating the
power law species-area relationship (PLSAR) to an un-
derlying fractal or self-similarity condition.

We agree with Maddux that the PR leads to distributions
with unrealistic properties when it is used to simulate land-
scapes and that the PR leads to a discrete, rather than
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continuous, power law species-area relationship. However,
we do not think all of the properties Maddux points out
are unrealistic. Furthermore, we believe that the PR could
still provide a useful model for species distributions that
exhibit power law species-area relationships if it is sup-
plemented with instructions that enable the user to avoid
unrealistic predictions. More importantly, although the
fractal PR has failings, this PR is just one way of realizing
a spatial distribution of species for which a more general,
community-level fractal property (CFP) holds. This CFP
is mathematically equivalent to the power law species-area
relationship (Ostling et al. 2003), and, as we show for the
first time here, this equivalence holds for a continuous set
of patch sizes. Moreover, the CFP pinpoints exactly what
about the spatial distribution of species is scale invariant
if the power law species-area relationship holds, and hence
it may provide insights into the mechanisms leading to
power law species-area relationships and into how seem-
ingly disparate power law phenomena in ecology might
be related. We provide an in-depth discussion of these
issues.

Unrealistic Consequences of the Probability Rule

We begin by describing the probability rule (PR) and
showing how the biogeographic patterns Maddux dubbed
as unrealistic follow from it. Consider a region of contig-
uous habitat of area containing species within someA S0 0

taxonomic group. Let be the area of equallyiA p A /2i 0

sized and shaped cells that are obtained from throughA 0

i bisections. By assuming that is a rectangle1/2A 2 # 10

and that each bisection line is perpendicular to the long
dimension of the rectangles at every scale, the bisection
procedure is shape preserving. Let be the average num-Si

ber of species in the patches of area . The PR is asi2 Ai

follows: given that a species is present in an cell, theAi�1

probability that it is found in a particular one of the two
cells within that is equal to a constant a that isA Ai i�1

independent of scale and applies regardless of any prior
knowledge of the distribution of that species, such as
whether or not it occurs in a neighboring . It followsAi�1

that the probability the species is found in just a particular
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one of the two cells is , and the probability it isA 1 � ai

found in both the cells is . With this rule, theA 2a � 1i

expected species distribution across can be determined.A 0

Maddux (2004) examined two types of properties of
distributions following this PR that he dubbed “biologi-
cally unlikely.” The first (discussed in Maddux’s second
section, eqq. [6]–[14]) may be summarized as follows: on
applying the PR, the fraction of species found throughout
certain combinations of cells that result from bisection can
equal the fraction found throughout other combinations
of cells of a different total area. Even more striking, the
fraction of species found throughout certain combinations
of cells of a given area can exceed that found throughout
combinations of cells of a larger area. Figure 1 illustrates
two examples of this, which correspond to Maddux’s equa-
tions (7) and (10). The additional examples Maddux ex-
amined include cases involving finer scale patches on the
left side of the plot (Maddux’s eqq. [12]–[14]), cases in-
volving more of the patches on the plot (Maddux’s eqq.
[8], [9]), and cases in which species are found at least in
certain locations instead of cases in which species are
found only in certain locations (Maddux’s eqq. [6], [9],
[11]).

While we arrive at the same result as Maddux for the
equalities in figure 1 and throughout his second section,
we differ from his conclusion that these relationships (the
series of equalities in his eqq. [6]–[14]) all pose a problem.
For example, the equality in figure 1A and the first equality
in figure 1B are biologically plausible and thus are not
logical defects of the PR: they may well be features of actual
species distributions that obey a PLSAR. Although these
equalities might perceivably pose a problem because they
indicate that the species unique to two regions of differing
area are equal, they simply show that under the PR the
fraction of species in common to two separated patches
decreases with interpatch distance. The decline of simi-
larity in species composition with increasing interpatch
distance is prevalent in empirical biogeography studies
(Cody 1993; Nekola and White 1999; Condit et al. 2002).
In figure 1A, it is plausible that there would be as many
species in both the right half and one of the left quadrants
as in both left quadrants, since although the former region
is larger in area than the latter, it is less geographically
clustered. A similar argument can be made for the plau-
sibility of the first of the equalities in figure 1B between
the fraction of species indicated by the left-hand diagram
and that indicated by the upper right-hand diagram.

The second equality in figure 1B, however, does illustrate
a property that seems biologically unlikely. In particular,
it says that, under the PR, the fraction of species present
in both an octant in the left half and somewhere in the
entire right half but nowhere else on the plot is indepen-
dent of which octant in the left half is chosen. Hence, even

though one octant choice is more clustered geographically
with the right half than another, the PR prediction for the
expected fraction of species present in both the octant and
the right half remains unchanged. So the number of species
in common to two patches does not fall off with distance
consistently under the PR. This sort of property becomes
more clearly unrealistic if examined for even smaller
patches, in which case the variation in interpatch distance
over the possible placements of the small patch is larger.
The general predictions of the PR for the number of species
in common to two patches, which can be derived by a
procedure analogous to that shown in figure 1B, can be
summarized as follows. Let label the bisection lines thatbj

divide the cells of size into cells of size . Any twoA Aj�1 j

primary cells of a size that are on the same side of allAi

bisection lines but on opposite sides of oneb , b , … , b1 2 j�1

of the lines will have the same expectation value for thebj

number of species in common. In other words, the order
j of the first bisection line that separates the two cells,
which we will call the “separation order” of the two cells,
determines the number of species they have in common,
or their “commonality.” Since pairs of cells can beAi

separated by different distances but have the same sepa-
ration order, and since pairs of cells can be separatedAi

by the same distance but have different separation orders,
the PR predicts an inconsistent falloff of commonality with
distance, which is biologically unrealistic. Although Mad-
dux included this inconsistency of the falloff of common-
ality with distance under the PR in equation form in his
list of biologically unrealistic properties, he did not em-
phasize it in the text of his comment. Maddux instead
focused on the area independence properties illustrated in
figure 1A and the first equality in figure 1B, properties
that, as we said above, we do not view as unrealistic.

A second biologically unlikely property of species dis-
tributions that follows from the PR is the dependence of
species richness in a patch on the location of that patch.
This is discussed by Maddux in his third section and is
illustrated with a simple example in our figure 2. The PR
generates predictions not only for census cells that result
from the bisection procedure, which Maddux calls “pri-
mary” cells, but also for “secondary” census cells of sizeAi

that are not the result of the bisection procedure andAi

hence straddle bisection lines that delineate the “primary”
. Under the PR, secondary cells of a given area and shapeAi

have a different number of species than primary cells of
the same area and shape. Figure 2 considers the number
of species present in both of the two adjacent cells thatA3

make up a cell of size but present nowhere else on theA 2

plot. As figure 2 shows, the PR predicts that the richness
of species of this type is higher in primary than inA 2

secondary . Maddux considered the total species rich-A 2

ness in and showed that it is lower in primary thanA A2 2



Figure 1: Illustration of the spatial correlation properties predicted by the probability rule (PR), as discussed in Maddux’s second section and
described in his equations (6)–(14). Only the equality between the upper and lower right-hand diagrams in B constitutes a biologically unlikely
prediction of the PR. The diagrams indicate the fraction of species found in the cells marked with an O but not found in the cells marked with an
X, and the expressions involving a indicate the PR predictions for these fractions. A, Corresponds to Maddux’s equation (7). For left-hand diagram,
the fraction indicated can be obtained by multiplying the probability for a species known to be present somewhere on the landscape to be in both
halves, , by the probability for a species in the left half to be in the lower left quadrant but absent in the upper quadrant, , leading to2a � 1 1 � a
an expected fraction of species of . For the right-hand diagram, multiply the probability for a species to be present only in the left(1 � a)(2a � 1)
half, , by the probability for it to be in both quadrants in the left half given that it is in the left half, , giving . Hence,1 � a 2a � 1 (1 � a)(2a � 1)
the expression applies to both diagrams. B, Corresponds to Maddux’s equation (10). For the left-hand diagram, multiply the probability for a species
to be present only in the left half, , by the probability for it to then be only in the upper left quadrant, , and the probability for a species1 � a 1 � a
in the upper left quadrant to be in both halves of the upper left quadrant, , leading to an expected fraction of species of .22a � 1 (1 � a) (2a � 1)
For the upper right-hand diagram, multiply the probability for a species to be in both halves, , by the probability for it to be in only the2a � 1
upper quadrant in the left half, , and the probability for it to then be in only the left-hand octant in the upper right quadrant, , yielding1 � a 1 � a
an expected fraction of species of . To calculate the fraction indicated by the lower right-hand diagram, follow the same procedure2(1 � a) (2a � 1)
as the upper right-hand diagram, considering the right-hand octant instead of the left-hand one at the last stage. Hence, the expression applies to
all three diagrams.
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Figure 2: Example of the biologically unlikely locational dependence of species richness predicted by the probability rule (PR), as discussed in
Maddux’s third section. The diagrams indicate the fraction of species found in both of the cells marked with an O in the figure but not found in
any of the cells marked with an X, and the expressions involving a indicate the PR prediction for these fractions. What is shown is that the PR
prediction for the fraction of species present in only two adjacent cells of size within a landscape of size depends on the location of3A p A /2 A3 0 0

those cells. In particular, the PR predicts a higher expected fraction of species present in both of the two cells that form a “primary” cell,A A3 2

which can be created by repeated bisection of (left-hand diagram), than in both of the two cells that form a “secondary” cell, which cannotA A A0 3 2

be created by repeated bisection of and hence straddles one of the lines delineating the “primary” ’s (right-hand diagram). For the left-handA A0 2

diagram, the fraction of species is given by the probability for a species to be found only in the left half of the figure, , times the probability1 � a
for it to then be in only the lower part of the left half, , times the probability for it to then be in both halves of the lower left quadrant,1 � a

, leading to the expression . For the right-hand diagram, the fraction of species is given by the product of the probability for22a � 1 (1 � a) (2a � 1)
a species to be in both halves of the figure, , times the probability for the species to then be in only the lower part of the left half, ,2a � 1 1 � a
times the probability for it to be in only the lower part of the right half, , times the probability for it to be in only the right half of the lower1 � a
left quadrant, , times the probability for it to be in only the left half of the lower right quadrant, , giving .41 � a 1 � a (1 � a) (2a � 1)

in secondary . In addition, he provided an extensiveA 2

analysis of this phenomenon for cells of size . We agreeA 6

with Maddux that these types of results pose a genuine
problem: the expected species richness of a cell should not
depend on its location within the plot. Average species
richness should depend at most on size and shape; it
should not depend on how one lays out on a landscape
the grid that demarcates the cellular structure of the plot.
Indeed, we had previously alluded to the problem of such
“straddler cells” for species distributions simulated with
the PR (Harte 2000).

But an interesting question remains: Is there a way to
make predictions about landscape patterns that derive
from the PR but that lack the unrealistic features that both
we and Maddux agree result from straightforward appli-
cation of the PR? We suggest that the answer is yes. All
theories require “user instructions,” whether implicit or
explicit, which inform the user how to use the theory to
make contact with observation. When applying the PR to
predict species richness, an instruction that enables the
user to avoid unrealistic predictions is as follows: Predict
the expected species richness in any cell or set of cells of
size and shape (even secondary cells that do not resultAi

from bisection) by using the PR to generate the expectation
value for the species richness in that results from bi-Ai

section (i.e., “primary” ). When applying the PR to lookAi

at the falloff of commonality with distance, instructions
that will enable the user to avoid obviously unrealistic
predictions are as follows: Apply the PR to a landscape of

shape to predict , the expected num-1/2L # L(2 ) N(A , D )i j

ber of species in common to two cells of size and shape
separated by the distances . Predictj/2A D p L/(2 )i j

by generating the PR expectation value for theN(A , D )i j

number of species in common to a pair of that hasAi

“separation order” j (i.e., that are on the same side ofAi

all bisection lines but on opposite sides ofb , b , … , b1 2 j�1

one of the lines). Such a pair of ’s will on averageb Aj i

have their centers separated by approximately , the dis-Dj

tance for which the commonality prediction is being made,
with a correction factor that depends slightly on the scale
i. By associating prediction distance for a pair of cells with
the pair’s separation order, which determines its com-
monality, this user rule yields a consistent falloff of com-
monality with distance. Augmented with these instruc-
tions, the PR provides a realization of a fractal landscape
that makes contact with observation and does not generate
the obviously unrealistic patterns pointed out by Maddux.

The Equivalence of the Power Law Species-Area
Relationship and a Community Fractal Property

Another issue raised by Maddux’s work is whether the
unrealistic properties that stem from the PR undermine
the relationship between a fractal property and the PLSAR
claimed in Harte et al. (1997, 1999b). To resolve this issue,
we next show that the PLSAR is equivalent to a community
fractal property (CFP) that is more general than the prob-
ability rule (PR) discussed by Maddux. Because of the
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equivalence of this CFP with the PLSAR, it implies no
unrealistic patterns. We begin by showing the equivalence
of these properties for patches created by bisection and
then show that this equivalence holds more generally for
a continuous set of patch sizes. We will be using the term
“species occurrence,” by which we mean simply an in-
stance of a species being present in an cell.Ai

Consider a cell randomly selected from the set of Ai�1

cells and a species occurrence (at scale) randomlyi � 1
chosen from the set of species occurrences in that cell. We
define to be the probability that this species occurrenceai

is also present in a particular (say the left-hand) one of
the two cells of area contained in the selected cell.A Ai i�1

The distribution of species is fractal at the community
level if is independent of i, that is, if for all i.a a p ai i

Note that under this community fractal property (CFP),
the probability a is applicable to a species occurrence at
the scale that is drawn at random from all suchi � 1
species occurrences within . This probability may or mayA 0

not accurately describe subsets of all of the species oc-
currences in cells of size that are not randomly se-Ai�1

lected, such as the occurrences of just one particular spe-
cies, or species occurrences in cells adjacent to cellsAi�1

in which the chosen species also occurs. The PR, which
uses the probability a to distribute every species in every

regardless of any other knowledge of the distributionAi�1

of that species, does not follow from the CFP. However,
if species are distributed according to the PR, the CFP will
hold on the “primary” patches (those created by the bi-
section procedure). Note also that the CFP is different
from an assumption that each species has a constant den-
sity across . The CFP can describe a range of clusteringA 0

patterns in species distributions through the range of val-
ues for the probability a. Recall that is the prob-2a � 1
ability a species is found in both halves of a cell in which
it is present. At the extremes are the case (givinga p 0.5

), in which each species is present in only one2a � 1 p 0
in and hence species have tightly clustered distri-A Ai 0

butions, and the case (giving ), in whicha p 1 2a � 1 p 1
each species is in every throughout and hence speciesA Ai 0

are uniformly distributed.
To show the equivalence of this CFP with the PLSAR,

we first derive an expression for based on that the factai

that the probability of an event can be estimated as the
number of trials for which the event happens divided by
the total number of trials. How many trials are possible?
Recalling that in the entire region there are i�1A 2 A0 i�1

cells, that they contain on average species, and thatSi�1

there are two trials for every species occurrence (one for
each of the two within an ), there are i�1A A 2 # 2 #i i�1

trials. The event whose probability we seek happensSi�1

for every species occurrence in an cell, and hence thereAi

are such events. Hence,i2 # Si

i2 7 S Si ia p p . (1)i i�12 7 2 7 S Si�1 i�1

If we assume that the CFP holds, that is, that isai

independent of i, then, using this expression for inai

equation (1), it follows that the average species richness,
averaged over all cells of area , is given by ,iA S p a Si i 0

where the symbol refers to a raised to the power i.ia
Writing and using the fact that ,log (a) �i2a p 2 A /A p 2i i 0

this expression for the average species richness at scale i
becomes

� log (a)2

AiS p S . (2)i 0( )A 0

Defining , the more standard form of thez p � log (a)2

power law species-area relationship (SAR),

zS p cA (3)i i

follows with . Hence, the CFP implies that thezc p S /A0 0

average species richness on the cells satisfies the powerAi

law form of the SAR.
The logic is reversible. Given that , it followszS p cAi i

from equation (1) that , which is in-z �za p (A /A ) p 2i i i�1

dependent of i. Thus, so long as the power law SAR holds
for the average species richness across the discrete set of

cells formed by bisections, then there must be a com-Ai

munity-level probability parameter a that applies to the
average distribution of species in these cells and is inde-
pendent of the scale parameter i. Because z can, in prin-
ciple, take on a continuum of values between 0 and 1, a
can take on a continuum of values between 0.5 and 1.

So far we have shown the equivalence of the PLSAR
and the CFP on the discrete set of patches formed fromAi

a patch of size by i bisections. Does this equivalenceA 0

hold more generally for patch sizes in between andAi�1

? In his appendix A, Maddux discusses the fact that theAi

PR implies PLSAR only on the discrete set of patch sizes
; that is, it only implies the discrete power lawA S pi i

. We agree with Maddux’s presentation of the relation-zcAi

ship between the PR and PLSAR. However, the equivalence
of the more general CFP with the PLSAR is not limited
to discrete patches: the answer to the question we posed
is yes. We will now show that the PLSAR on patches of
size , where b can be noninteger, is equivalentiA p A /bi 0

to a CFP on those same patches with a probability pa-
rameter . Since any positive real number b can be�za p b
chosen, this means that the PLSAR is equivalent to a CFP
for a continuous set of patch sizes.

We define to be the integer number of patches of sizenl

that are entirely inside the lth patch of size (theseA Ai i�1

q3
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patches will not necessarily completely cover an Ai�1

patch). This number will depend on the particular waynl

the patches are located within that patch. TheA Ai i�1

method of location need not be consistent from one
patch to another, nor from one scale transition toAi�1

another, and the patches can overlap. We can define aAi

CFP on this set of patches as follows. Consider a randomly
chosen patch of size (labeled l) and a species randomlyAi�1

chosen from those that occur in that (i.e., considerAi�1

a randomly chosen “species occurrence” at the scale).i � 1
We define to be the probability that the chosen speciesai

also occurs in a particular one of the patches of sizenl

within that . The distribution of species is fractalA Ai i�1, l

at the community level (i.e., it exhibits the CFP) if this
probability is scale invariant, that is, if for all i.a p ai

Similar to the bisection case, we can use the fact that
the probability of an event can be estimated as the number
of trials for which the event happens, divided by the total
number of trials, to write an expression for in terms ofai

the mean species richness at scales and i. In thei � 1
following, we will use to denote the number of speciesSi�1, l

in the lth patch of size , that is, in the patch ,A Ai�1 i�1, l

and to denote the average number of species acrossSi�1

all patches of size , that is, , whereA S p AS S ASi�1 i�1 i�1, l l l

indicates an average the different patches labeled by l.
There are trials at scale i for every species occurrencenl

in , the lth sampling patch at the scale. Hence,A i � 1i�1, l

the total number of trials at scale i is . The� (n 7 S )l i�1, ll

event happens for every species occurrence in an . TheAi

total number of species occurrences in cells of size isAi

, the average species richness over all cells of size ,S Ai i

times , the total number of cells of size . The prob-� n Al il

ability is just the ratio of this number of events to theai

total number of trials:

(� n ) 7 S (� n ) 7 Sl i l il l Sia p p p . (4)i S� (n 7 S ) (� n ) 7 S i�1l i�1, l l i�1l l

The second equality in equation (4) arises by assuming
that and are uncorrelated, in which case the averagen Sl i�1, l

of the product of and is equal to the product ofn Sl i�1, l

the separate averages of and of (we denote thisn Sl i�1, l

latter average simply by ). This will be a valid as-Si�1

sumption as long as the number of sampling patches used
in a particular spot on the landscape is not determined
by the species richness in that location. Clearly, if the same
number of patches are considered within eachA Ai i�1

patch (i.e., if is independent of l), this assumption isnl

satisfied.
The equivalence between the PLSAR and the CFP across

the patches just described of size , where b isiA p A /bi 0

any positive real number, can be shown in a way analogous

to the bisection case. If we assume that the CFP holds,
that is, that is independent of i, then, using equationai

(4), it follows that the average species richness, averaged
over all cells of area , is given by , where theiA S p a Si i 0

symbol refers to a raised to the power i. Writingia
and using the fact that , this ex-log (a) �iba p b A /A p bi i 0

pression for the average species richness at scale i becomes

� log (a)b

AiS p S . (5)i 0( )A 0

Defining , the PLSAR follows withzz p � log (a) S p cAb i i

. Conversely, if we assume the PLSAR, it followszc p S /A0 0

from equation (4) that , which is in-z �za p (A /A ) p bi i i�1

dependent of i, and hence the CFP holds. Since any pos-
itive real number can be chosen for b, the PLSAR and
CFP are equivalent for a continuous set of patch sizes. In
particular, they are equivalent even for patch sizes between
those that can be obtained by bisection of the plot, as long
as the fractal parameter a is appropriately defined in terms
of the parameter b that describes the patch size.

Empirical studies suggest that the relationship between
species richness and area has shape dependence (Kunin
1997; Harte et al. 1999a). In order to avoid the confound-
ing effects of shape, one must examine the relationship
between species richness and area for patches that are all
of the same shape. In his appendix D, Maddux illustrates
the problems that arise when shape and area vary simul-
taneously in an application of the PR. In defining the CFP
that is equivalent to the PLSAR, one must also define it
for patches that are all of the same shape. Harte et al.
(1997, 1999a) considered patches of shape because1/22 # 1
this allowed use of a simple bisection algorithm for cre-
ating patches of different size but the same shape. In our
proof of the more general equivalence of the PLSAR and
the CFP for a continuous set of patch sizes, it is not nec-
essary to constrain the shape that can be chosen for
patches, but we do mean for shape to be held constant
across the patches in order to avoid these confounding
effects of shape on species richness.

Concluding Remarks

Clarifying the relationship between the power law species-
area relationship (PLSAR) and fractals is important be-
cause self-similarity has been used not only to provide
insight into the PLSAR but also to connect the species-
area relationship to other measurable types of patterns in
the distribution and abundance of species (Harte and Kin-
zig 1997; Harte et al. 1999a, 1999b, 2001; Ostling et al.
2000; Green et al. 2003; Sizling and Storch 2004). Maddux
(2004) points out that a self-similarity probability rule

q4
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(PR), which has been used to create landscapes that exhibit
the PLSAR, makes biologically unrealistic predictions.
Hence, Maddux calls into question the relationship be-
tween the PLSAR and fractals. Although we agree with
Maddux that the PR makes biologically unrealistic pre-
dictions, we have shown here that there is a community-
level fractal property (CFP) that is mathematically equiv-
alent to the PLSAR and that this CFP is more general than
the PR: the PR is just one way to realize a landscape for
which the CFP holds. Thus, a tight relationship exists be-
tween the PLSAR and a fractal property, despite the failures
of the PR.

Yet in order for ecologists to connect the PLSAR with
other measurable characteristics of the distribution of spe-
cies, they may need a method for creating landscapes that
exhibit the CFP. We have argued here that despite the
failings of the PR, it may still provide a realistic model of
species distributions that exhibit the PLSAR, if supple-
mented with instructions that enable the user to avoid
predictions that are obviously biologically unlikely. But the
predictions of the PR for the spatial scaling of endemism
and species abundance, predictions that are not obviously
biologically unlikely, have been shown to fail empirically
at least in one system (Green et al. 2003). Hence, an im-
portant future research direction will be to uncover meth-
ods alternative to the PR for realizing landscapes that ex-
hibit the CFP.
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